8 Reasons Why GeoLink is the Most Powerful GPS/GIS Field Mapping System on the Market Today

1. **Instant Coverages**
   Generated by GeoLink's advanced data management tools translate files to most GIS and CAD systems - in your native format.

2. **Full Screen Display**
   View raster or vector images with GPS position overlay for verification, updating and navigation.

3. **Open GPS**
   GeoLink's open systems architecture provides compatibility with all leading GPS receivers including GeoResearch's ruggedized, high accuracy GPS Workhorse.

4. **Complete**
   Expandable Modules let you collect any data you need - GIS attributes, sensor readings, digital photos, video, or vehicle tracking - all in one integrated system.

5. **Efficient**
   Intermix the collection of point, line and polygon features in the same session.

6. **Detail**
   User-defined attributes insure the data you need.

7. **Speed**
   User-defined picklists and powerful macros deliver standardized, visual and efficient data entry.

8. **Quality Assurance**
   Years of field-tested GPS and GIS editing and QA features ensure quality data in the field.

Use scanned map or air photo backdrops to add detail and update your GIS.

NOW AVAILABLE!
**GeoLink** for Windows® 95 & NT®
$995

Call 1-800-GEOLINK Today

GeoResearch, Inc. - The GPS/GIS Experts™